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THE ISOTROPY OF ULTR4 HIGH KNERGYCOSMICRAYS
AND HUL2’IPLE SUPERNOVAI GALACTICSOURCE

Stirling A. Colgate
Las Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico

ABSTRACT

Ultra-hi@-energy cosmic rays are l~ually ●ssociated
galactic origin. Active galactic nuclei are ●n unlikely

87545 USA

with an extra-
source because

of photon drag, Here the possibility of supernova events are considered.
The time spread of ●rrival of 10zO ●V protons is 100 to 400 years at 10
to 20 kpc and the angular spread is t 15 to i 30° depending upon the
Galactic field configuration. The time spread is sufficient to include
several to a dozen type I SN. This is enough ●vents and angular
to include the observed data. The concentration of tile observed
at the galactic poles is contradictory. The fiux is reasonable
observed flux and slope at 1012 t~ 1015 ●V is characteristic
source(s) and confined at this ●nergy for roughly 100 traversals
Galaxy, or 3 x 106 years.

INTRODUCTION

spread
events
if the
of the
of the

Ultra high energy cosmic rays E > 1019 eV ●re usually assumed to
originate external to the Galaxy. However, the ●nisotropy grows with
energy (Cunningham et all), and so this would indicate the likely
presence of some galactic structure. The extreme difficulty of assuming
acceleration in observed extragalactic energetic objects, ●ctive galactic
nuclei, is discussed in a separate paper (Colgate 0G6-1). This is
because of photon damping during acceleration by the photons originating
within the object.

ANISOTROPYCM’GALACTIC SN SOURCES

Here the possibility of a galactic origin from type I supernova is
examined in terms of possible anisotropy and flux,

A supernova, a distance D from the earth emitting particles of
larmor radius R , have ●n increased path length, AD, due to a deflection
angle 0 such thk

D= 2R1,(sin e/2) (1)

or for small e, e = D/RL then

~ g D(62/24), (2)

For ● galactic field of 3 x 104 gauss, R = 11 kpc, a field that extenda
above the galactic plane by D(e2/2) or lbO pc for D = 11 kpc ●nd 6 = 0.3
radians ●t E = 1020 eV is then sufficient to delay such particles ●rriv-
ing ●t the ●arth by 120 years relative the direct path. We have chosen
the highest eaer8y CR event~ of 1080 eV DeC8USe the relative delay by Eq.
2 becomes rapidly cmall. The time spread of 120 years is enough to
presume several type I SN occurring within the 8alaxy in this period ●t a
mean distance of 10 kpc. The mngular spread of ●rrival directions will
be 0 Si 0.3 radians. This number of sources ●nd an8ular spread of
events is compared to the latest data in Fig. 1 ●s analyzed by Lloyd-Evans
and Watson.*
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Fig. ]. From Lloyd-Evans and Watson.2 An equal exposure plot of 11
events with estimated energies above 1020 ●V.
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Fig. 2. From Hilla#.S Assembled results of ●ll the reported energy
spectra. (D&ta t~tending below 291012 ev ●re earlier observations at the
top of the atmosphere,for comparison.)

The concentration of events ●t hi$h Galactic latitudes is contrary
to this supposition , but ●n extended galactic dipole field and one high
galactic latitutde event ●t D x 20 kpc would be adequate.
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REQUIRED FLUX

Let us suppose that the entire CR spectrum is made in the same
events. Then the extrapolated spectrum above 1012 ●V steepens by 0.5
power above 101s eV to 1019 eV (Hillass). This is presumed to be leakage
from the Galaxy. Then the CR source would have to correspond to a flux
of CR’aJobserved above 1010 eV with no galactic confinement, ●nd the flux
●t 101s eV would correspond to the source enhaDced by a factor =
(1019 /101s)0,” s = 100 because of Sreater confinement, Fig. 2. This would
correspond to an age of 100 x 10 kpc~c = 3 X iOe years for cosmic ra-s of

i1012 to 1015 W and only 3 X 104 years for the direct leakage of 10 0 eV
particles. This is not an unreasonable lifetime.

CONCLUS1ON

The flux and anisotropy of CR events up to 102C eV is not inconsis-
tent with a Galactic origin in SN events provided one high galactic
latitude event at a distance of 20 kpc occurred in the last several
hundred yeals.
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